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Abstract
We consider charged rotating BTZ black holes in noncommutative space by use of
Chern-Simons theory formulation of 2 + 1 dimensional gravity. The noncommutativity
between the radial and the angular variables is introduced through the Seiberg-Witten
map for gauge fields, and the deformed geometry to the first order in the noncommu-
tative parameter is derived. It is found that the deformation also induces nontrivial
torsion, and the Einstein-Cartan theory appears to be a suitable framework to in-
vestigate the equations of motion. Though the deformation is indeed nontrivial, the
deformed and the original Einstein equations are found to be related by a rather simple
coordinate transformation.
1
1 Introduction
It is widely believed that at a very high energy scale, such as Planck or the string scale, the notion
of smooth geometry is no longer valid due to the effect of quantum gravity; namely quantum
fluctuation of spacetime itself becomes significant and may not be treated as perturbation around
a classical geometry. Though we have not yet fully understand such a quantum geometry, among
those available proposals, the noncommutative geometry [1] may capture some desired features of
it. In the quantum geometry, space-time coordinates are no longer regarded as c-numbers but the
ones obeying a specific quantum algebra, which naturally introduces a length scale serving as the
UV cutoff. Quantum field theory formulated on a noncommutative geometry also exhibits various
intriguing behaviors such as the UV/IR mixing [2] and stringy properties [3].
The rich structure emerged in noncommutative quantum field theory has enticed several pro-
posals to consider gravitational theory on noncommutative space [4]. Although it is not easy to
investigate concrete solutions due to their complicated structures, gravity in 2+ 1 dimensions may
be an exception. For instance, the Poisson brackets of SL(2,R) were studied in Ref.[5] and families
of deformation were found leading to a discrete spectrum for time operator. In Ref.[6], an effective
metric of a noncommutative geometry was sourced by delocalized mass and charges due to the
minimal length. In addition, 3D gravity is known to have a description in terms of Chern-Simons
theory [7]. In this case, one may take advantage of the Seiberg-Witten map that relates a theory
on commutative space to a corresponding theory on a noncommutative space. To mention a few
examples: the authors of [8, 9] used the Seiberg-Witten map to modify algebraic relation. They
found no first order correction as expected in the canonical treatment in the noncommutative ge-
ometry, as long as classical torsion is excluded. In Ref.[10], the ambiguity in the metric due to
gauge transformation was discussed and fixed by introducing nonminimal coupled scalars and a
nontrivial potential. In Ref.[11], it was argued that cosmological constant got quantized in the
noncommutative Chern-Simons gravity.
On the other hand, the three-dimensional anti-de Sitter (AdS) space admits the well-known
black hole solution [12] and its charged counterpart [13, 14]. In Ref.[15], a constant gauge field
was introduced in coupled with the Chern-Simon action and it amounted to mix mass and angular
momentum in the original BTZ. In Ref.[16], a noncommutative deformation in polar coordinates
was introduced via the Seiberg-Witten map and a noncommutative neutral BTZ black hole metric
up to the first order in θ (noncommutative parameter) was obtained. However, this result appeared
in conflict with that in Ref.[8, 9] for its first order correction in metric. Before we could solve the
puzzle, it is useful to review their construction.
In Ref.[16], a noncommutative deformation of a neutral rotating BTZ black hole solution is
investigated based on a commutation relation in the polar coordinates, that is, [r2, ϕ] = 2iθ.1 The
solution is written in terms of Chern-Simons gauge fields and the noncommutative deformation is
introduced by the Seiberg-Witten map. The resultant metric, to the first order in θ, reads 2
ds2 =− f2dt2 + Nˆ−2dr2 + 2r2Nφdtdϕ+
(
r2 − θB
2
)
dϕ2 +O(θ2) , (1.1)
1We will review the noncommutativity deformation in more detail in Sec.2.
2We have corrected the sign mistakes in f2 and dϕ2 parts in Ref.[16].
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with
Nφ =− r+r−
ℓr2
, (1.2)
f2 =
r2 − r2+ − r2−
ℓ2
− θB
2ℓ2
, (1.3)
Nˆ2 =
1
ℓ2r2
[
(r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−)−
θB
2
(
2r2 − r2+ − r2−
)]
, (1.4)
where r+ represents the horizon radius of the undeformed metric (the explicit forms are given in
the Appendix A). The noncommutative extension requires two extra U(1) gauge fields B
(±)
µ , which
are chosen as B
(±)
ϕ = B with a constant B. Some properties of this deformed black hole solution
are investigated in Ref.[16], for instance, the locations of various types of horizon.
We, however, confirm that this metric satisfies the vacuum Einstein equation to the first order,
Rµν − 12gµνR+Λgµν = 0+O(θ2), if the corrections of the metric in Ref.[16] are taken into account.
This fact suggests that there should exist another coordinate system in which the metric looks like
a pure AdS3. It turns out that, indeed, by making a coordinate transformation
r → r˜ + θB
4r˜
, (1.5)
and only keeping terms up to first order in θ, the metric (1.1) comes back to the undeformed BTZ
black hole solution; namely the first order correction can be eliminated.3 The angular part of the
metric becomes r˜2dϕ2, where r˜ is regarded as a standard radial coordinate. Consequently, the
deformed BTZ black hole and the undeformed one are equivalent up to the coordinate transfor-
mation (1.5). We remark that while the change is only made in r, the geometrical structure near
the boundary would not be changed since r and r˜ are asymptotically the same. Thus, various me-
chanical and thermodynamic properties of black holes, such as the Hawking temperature, entropy,
and orbital motion of particles, appear to be equivalent. This equivalence may attribute to the
fact that the vacuum solution of 2 + 1 dimensional gravity with a negative cosmological constant
is essentially unique. This motivates us to investigate a different class of solutions that are not
vacuum solutions. In this paper, we shall explore the charged rotating BTZ black hole solution in
a noncommutative space.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In the Sec.2, a noncommutative deformation is
formulated by use of the Seiberg-Witten map in the Chern-Simons framework of 2+ 1 dimensional
gravity. We start with a charged rotating BTZ solution and obtain deformed gauge fields, vielbeins,
and spin connections. In the Sec.3, we investigate the properties of noncommutative charged
rotating BTZ black hole solutions. There appears nontrivial torsion and the deformed equations
of motion are found to be nicely fitted in to the framework of Einstein-Cartan theory of torsion
gravity. The relation between the deformed and the original solutions through a coordinate change
is expounded. We conclude the paper with discussion and overview in the Sec.4. The appendices
are given to summarize our convention and to explain more technical details.
3There is a subtle issue about the regions covered by these coordinates, which will be discussed in the Sec.3.4.
3
2 Three dimensional gravity in noncommutative space
2.1 Noncommutativity in polar coordinates
A noncommutative space is introduced by applying the following commutation relations in the
rectangular coordinates,
[xµ, xν ] = iθµν . (2.1)
Since timelike noncommutativity is known to have several difficulties, such as acausality or nonuni-
tarity [17], we shall restrict our discussion to a purely spatial noncommutativity; for example,
[x, y] = iθ in 2 + 1 dimensions, with θ being the parameter of noncommutativity. In this paper,
however, the charged rotating BTZ black hole in consideration is conveniently constructed in the
polar coordinates (t, r, ϕ) thanks to its azimuthal symmetry, one shall introduce a noncommutativ-
ity between r and ϕ coordinates instead. As suggested in Ref.[16], the noncommutative relation
[r2, ϕ] = 2iθ , (2.2)
is a natural choice; this is because the standard spatial noncommutative relation [x, y] = iθ can
be recovered by use of the polar coordinates and (2.2) to the first order in θ, namely [x, y] =
[r cosϕ, r sinϕ] = iθ +O(θ2). We thus adopt the noncommutative relation (2.2) and will consider
a θ-deformed charged rotating BTZ black hole solution.
2.2 Charged rotating BTZ black hole solutions and Chern-Simons theory
2.2.1 Chern-Simons formulation of Einstein-Maxwell theory
We start with Einstein-Maxwell theory in (2 + 1) dimensions,
I =Igravity + Igauge , (2.3)
Igravity =
1
16πG
∫
d3x
√−g(R− 2Λ) , Igauge = − 1
4λ2
∫
d3x
√−gfµνfµν , (2.4)
where λ is the coupling constant of U(1) gauge field aµ , whose field strength is fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ.
Igravity part of action can be rewritten by use of two SU(1, 1) ≃ SO(1, 2) connection 1-forms
(relevant conventions are summarized in App.A),
A(±)a =ωa ± 1
ℓ
ea (2.5)
as the Chern-Simon terms
S =ICS [A
(+)]− ICS[A(−)] , (2.6)
ICS [A] =
k
4π
∫
tr
[
AdA+
2
3
AAA
]
, (2.7)
where the Chern-Simons level is given by k = − ℓ4G .
Using the definition of Hodge star, ∗(dxµ ∧ dxν) =
√
|g|ǫµνρdxρ, the gauge part of action can
be written as
Igauge =− 1
4λ2
∫
d3x
√−gfµνfρσgµρgνσ = − 1
2λ2
∫
f ∧ ∗f , (2.8)
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The equations of motion with respect to the variation of Aaµ are
k
4π
ǫµρσ
[
∂ρA
(±)a
σ −
ǫabc
2
A(±)bρ A
(±)c
σ
]
=
ℓ
2
· eT µρeaρ , (2.9)
where T µρ is the energy momentum tensor of U(1) gauge field aµ, given by
Tµν = 1
λ2
[
fµρfνσg
ρσ − 1
4
gµν f
2
]
. (2.10)
In terms of the vielbeins and the spin connections, the equations of motion can be also represented
as
k
2π
ǫµρσ
[
∂ρω
a
σ −
ǫabc
2
ωbρω
c
σ −
ǫabc
2ℓ2
ebρe
c
σ
]
= ℓ · eT µρeaρ , (2.11)
ǫµρσ
(
∂ρe
a
σ − ǫabcebρωcσ
)
= 0 . (2.12)
The second equation is nothing but the torsion free condition, T a = Dea = dea + ωabe
b = 0, while
it is straight forward to see that the first one is the Einstein equation,
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR− 1
ℓ2
gµν =8πGTµν . (2.13)
2.2.2 Charged rotating BTZ black hole
The charged rotating BTZ black hole solution is given in Ref.[14] as
ds2 =− f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
(
dϕ− 4GJ
r2
dt
)2
(2.14)
=− h(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dϕ2 − 2γ
ℓ
dtdϕ , (2.15)
f(r) =− 8GM + r
2
ℓ2
+
16G2J2
r2
− 8πGQ2 ln r = 1
ℓ2
(
− α+ r2 + γ
2
r2
− β ln r
)
, (2.16)
ftr =
λQ
r
, (2.17)
where Q is the electric charge of black hole and we have defined
α = 8GMℓ2 , β = 8πGℓ2Q2 , γ = 4GJℓ , (2.18)
and h(r) = f(r)− γ2
ℓ2r2
for our convenience.
From this metric, we shall choose a set of convenient, but not unique, vielbeins and spin
connections as follows,
e0 =
√
h(r)dt+
γ
ℓ
√
h(r)
dϕ , e1 =
1√
f(r)
dr , e2 = r
√
f(r)
h(r)
dϕ , (2.19)
ω0 =− γh
′(r)
2ℓr
√
h(r)
dt−
√
h(r)dϕ , ω1 =
γh′(r)
2ℓrh(r)
√
f(r)
dr , ω2 = −h
′(r)
2
√
f(r)
h(r)
dt , (2.20)
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where the prime ′ denotes the derivative with respect to r. With this choice of vielbeins, the
Chern-Simons gauge fields are written as (2.5):
A(±)0 =± 1
ℓ
(√
h(r)∓ h
′(r)
2r
γ√
h(r)
)
dt−
(√
h(r)∓ 1
ℓ2
γ√
h(r)
)
dϕ , (2.21)
A(±)1 =
1
ℓ
√
f(r)
(
γh′(r)
2rh(r)
± 1
)
dr , (2.22)
A(±)2 =
r
ℓ
√
f(r)
h(r)
(
− ℓh
′(r)
2r
dt± dϕ
)
. (2.23)
2.3 Noncommutative Chern-Simons theory
The Chern-Simons formulation of noncommutative three-dimensional gravity has been considered
in Ref.[15, 18]. In the Lorentzian version [18], it has been shown that the theory involves two
extra U(1) gauge fields B
(±)
µ and the gauge group becomes U(1, 1)×U(1, 1) rather than SO(1, 2)×
SO(1, 2) as in the commutative case, in which extra U(1) fields will be decoupled. The action of
noncommutative Chern-Simons theory now reads
IˆCS [A(±)] = k
4π
∫
tr
[
A(±) ⋆∧ dA(±) + 2
3
A(±) ⋆∧ A(±) ⋆∧ A(±)
]
, (2.24)
where
f
⋆∧ g = 1
i!j!
fµ1···µi ⋆ gν1···νj (dx
µ1 · · · dxµi) ∧ (dxν1 · · · dxνj) , (2.25)
and ⋆ represents the Moyal product f(x) ⋆ g(x) = e
i
2
θµν∂xµ∂
y
ν f(x)g(y)
∣∣∣∣
y→x
with an antisymmetric
tensor θµν. The SU(1, 1) gauge fields Aˆ(±)a (a = 0, 1, 2) in the commutative Chern-Simons theory
, together with two extra U(1) gauge fields Bˆµ form the new U(1, 1) gauge fields
A(±)Aµ τA = Aˆ(±)aµ τa + Bˆ(±)µ τ3 , (2.26)
where A(±)3 = Bˆ(±)µ . We summarize convention for the generators in App.A.
The equations of motion derived from the action IˆCS read
δICS
δAˆ
(±)a
µ
=∓ k
4π
ǫµρσ
[
ηab∂ρAˆ
(±)b
σ −
ǫabc
2
Aˆ(±)bρ ⋆ Aˆ
(±)c
σ +
i
6
ηab
(
Aˆ(±)bρ ⋆ Bˆ
(±)
σ + Bˆ
(±)
ρ ⋆ Aˆ
(±)b
σ
)]
=0 , (2.27)
δICS
δBˆ
(±)
µ
=± k
4π
ǫµρσ
[
∂ρBˆ
(±)
σ −
i
6
ηabAˆ
(±)a
ρ ⋆ Aˆ
(±)b
σ +
i
2
Bˆ(±)ρ ⋆ Bˆ
(±)
σ
]
= 0 . (2.28)
In the commutative limit θ → 0, these equations boil down to the following decoupled equations of
motion,
F (±)a = 0 , dB(±) = 0 . (2.29)
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2.4 Coupling of matter fields to noncommutative gravity
Here we briefly discuss the coupling of the Abelian gauge field aµ to the noncommutative gauge
field A(±)Aµ . The straightforward extension of Maxwell action reads∫
d3x
√
−gˆfˆµν fˆρσ gˆµρgˆνσ
∣∣
⋆
, (2.30)
where the products between fields are understood to be the star product, and the field strength is
defined as
fˆµν =∂µaˆν − ∂ν aˆµ + aˆµ ⋆ aˆν , (2.31)
with aˆµ being a noncommutative extension of U(1) gauge field. The metric gˆµν = ηabeˆµ
a ⋆ eˆν
b is
given by the noncommutative extension of vielbeins, eˆµ
a = ℓ2
(
Aˆ
(+)a
µ − Aˆ(−)aµ
)
. As a result, the
Maxwell action is highly nonlinear in terms of Aˆ
(±)a
µ .
On top of this nonlinearlity, the standard Maxwell action in a curved background poses a
question: general coordinate transformation is given by a field dependent gauge transformation
and this action is in general not fully SU(1, 1) gauge invariant. If we want to maintain the full
gauge invariance, we need to write the matter part coupling in terms of A(±) and a in such a
way that the obtained action keeps gauge invariance intact and also comes back to (2.4) in the
commutative limit. This is a fairly nontrivial problem without immediate answer. We thus take
the following strategy: the noncommutative gravity is introduced via the Seiberg-Witten map in
the formulation of Chern-Simons theory, while the matter part is treated as being coupled to the
noncommutative gravity through the gravitational degrees of freedom, namely, gˆµν , Tµν
ρ (torsion),
and Bˆ(±) instead of A(±).4
We may try to write down possible coupling terms, which are classified by the numbers of
derivatives and torsion tensors. It is known that gauge field cannot minimally couple to torsion in
a gauge-invariant way, therefore we shall consider the non-minimal coupling. The possible terms
of lower dimensions are (we omit the symbol of the star product)
I ′gauge =ξ
(±)
0
∫
aˆ ∧ dBˆ(±) + ξ(±)1
∫
d3x
√
−gˆfˆµν(dBˆ(±))µν +
∫
d3x
√
−gˆfˆµνKµν , (2.32)
where the first term is gauge invariant up to a surface term. The tensor Kµν is torsion dependent
and reads,
Kµν =Kµν1 +K
µν
2 , (2.33)
Kµν1 =ζ˜1T
ρσµTρσ
ν + ζ˜2T
ρµσTρ
ν
σ + ζ˜3T
µT ν + ζ˜4T
µρ
ǫ T
ν
ǫ ρ + ζ˜5T
µρ
ǫ′ T
ν
ǫ′ρ , (2.34)
Kµν2 =ζ1ǫ
µρσTρσ
ν + ζ2T
µν
ǫ + ζ3T
µν
ǫ′ + ζ4∂ρT
µνρ + ζ5∂ρT
µρν + ζ6∂
µT ν
+ ζ7T
µνρTρ + ζ8T
µρνTρ + ζ9T
ρµσTρσ
ν + ζ10ǫ
µνρTστρT
στ
ǫ + ζ11ǫ
µνρTστρT
στ
ǫ′
+ ζ12ǫ
µνρTρστT
στ
ǫ + ζ13ǫ
µνρTρστT
στ
ǫ′ + ζ14ǫ
µνρTρστT
τσ
ǫ + ζ15ǫ
µνρTρστT
τσ
ǫ′
+ ζ16T
µρ
ǫ T
ν
ǫ′ρ + ζ17T
µ
ǫ ρT
ρν
ǫ + ζ18T
µ
ǫ′ ρT
ρν
ǫ + ζ19T
µ
ǫ ρT
ρν
ǫ′ + ζ20T
µ
ǫ′ ρT
ρν
ǫ′
+ ǫρ1ρ2ρ3Tρ1ρ2ρ3
[
ζ ′1ǫ
µρσTρσ
ν + ζ ′2T
µν
ǫ + ζ
′
3T
µν
ǫ′
]
, (2.35)
4We just choose metric and torsion as the fundamental degrees of freedom in noncommutative gravity, though it
is also possible to use eˆµ
a and ωˆµ
a
b instead.
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where Tµ = δ
ρ
σTµρ
σ is the torsion vector (the trace of torsion), T µνǫ = ǫµρσTρσ
ν , and T µνǫ′ = ǫ
µρσT νρσ.
Note that for T µνǫ and T
µν
ǫ′ the order of indices is important. Here, only the terms up to mass
dimension 2 are presented.
In the commutative limit θ → 0, we expect that I ′gauge = 0 or B(±)µ and torsion are decoupled
from the usual Einstein-Maxwell part. Since Kµν1 becomes symmetric in the commutative limit,
the coupling constants ζ˜i (i = 1, · · · , 5) can be nonvanishing. On the other hand, the other terms,
if not vanished as θ → 0, would have affected the leading order solution. We may take the coupling
constants ξ
(±)
0 and ζi to be proportional to θ as a simple choice.
In the following subsection, we first introduce the noncommutativity to gravity part via Seiberg-
Witten map. The desirable deformation of the matter part will be discussed later in the Sec.3.3.
2.5 Seiberg-Witten map
The Seiberg-Witten map [19] is introduced as a map between gauge theories on commutative and
noncommutative geometries. As shown in Ref.[20], Chern-Simons theory has a peculiar feature
under the map; the form of the action remains unchanged (up to surface terms), and we can simply
replace the ordinary products with the Moyal products. This property suggests that at least for
the part of Chern-Simons action, a solution for the equations of motion can be mapped into its
noncommutative counterpart.
We now consider the Seiberg-Witten map based on the radius-angle commutation relation [16]
[Rˆ, ϕˆ] = 2iθ (2.36)
where Rˆ = rˆ2. Namely, θRϕ = −θϕR = 2θ and the other components are all zero. The convention
is fixed in App.A.1, and the correction term from the Seiberg-Witten map is
A′µ(A) =−
i
4
(2θ)
[
1
2
ηabA
a
R(∂ϕA
b
µ + F
b
ϕµ)1−
1
2
ηabA
a
ϕ(∂RA
b
µ + F
b
Rµ)1
+ i(AaRτa +BRτ3)(∂ϕBµ + F
(B)
ϕµ )− i(Aaϕτa +Bϕτ3)(∂RBµ + F (B)Rµ )
+ iBR(∂ϕA
b
µ + F
b
ϕµ)τb − iBϕ(∂RAbµ + F bRµ)τb
]
. (2.37)
Since the noncommutative version of Chern-Simons theory has two extra gauge fields B
(±)
µ ,
we need to give their forms in the commutative case, where they have vanishing field strength,
that is, dB(±) = 0. We consider the simplest case with B
(±)
µ = Bdϕ for a constant B. Then the
Seiberg-Witten map now reads
A(±)a′µ =−
θB
2
[
∂RA
(±)a
µ + F
a
Rµ
]
, (2.38)
B(±)′µ =−
θ
2
ηab
[
A
(±)a
R F
b
ϕµ −A(±)aϕ F bRµ −A(±)aϕ ∂RA(±)bµ
]
. (2.39)
By applying this map to the gauge fields (2.21)–(2.23), to the first order in θ, the noncommutative
gauge fields are
Aˆ
(±)0
t =±
1
ℓ
(√
h∓ h′ γ
2r
√
h
)
− θB (2r
2 − β)2γ ± 2ℓ2(2r4 − βr2 ∓ 4βγ)h
16ℓ5r4h3/2
, (2.40)
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Aˆ(±)0ϕ =−
(√
h∓ 1
ℓ2
γ√
h
)
+ θB
±γ(2r2 − β) + 2ℓ2(r2 − β)h
8ℓ4r2h3/2
, (2.41)
Aˆ(±)1r =
1
ℓ
√
f
(
γh′
2rh(r)
± 1
)
+
θB
32ℓ7r6h2f3/2
[
4γ3(2r2 − β)2 + 2ℓ2h[3γr2(2r2 − β)2 − 4βγ3
+ 2ℓ2r2h
(± r2(2r2 − β) + γ(2r2 − 3β) ± 2ℓ2r2h)]] , (2.42)
Aˆ
(±)2
t =−
h′
2
√
f
h
+ θB
−γ2(2r2 − β)2 + 2ℓ2h[4βγ2 + 2ℓ2r2h(r2 + β)]
16ℓ6r5h3/2f1/2
, (2.43)
Aˆ(±)2ϕ =±
r
ℓ
√
f
h
∓ θB 2βγ(±ℓ
2h+ γ) + 4r2(ℓ4h2 − γ2)
16ℓ5r3h3/2f1/2
, (2.44)
Bˆ(±) =
(
B +
βθ
4ℓ2r2
)
dϕ− βθ±r
2 + 2γ
4ℓ3r4
dt , (2.45)
where the prime ′ denotes the r derivative.
In the following section, we discuss black hole solutions in noncommutative gravity based on
these expressions. Note that since gauge fields are all functions of r only, we can again replace ⋆
product with a usual product.
3 Noncommutative charged rotating BTZ black holes and torsion
gravity
3.1 θ-deformed metric
In Sec.2, we have derived the noncommutative Chern-Simons gauge fields (2.40)–(2.45). From them
we can reconstruct noncommutative vielbeins and spin connections as follows:
eˆa =
ℓ
2
(Aˆ(+)a − Aˆ(−)a) , ωˆa = 1
2
(Aˆ(+)a + Aˆ(−)a) , (3.1)
and the explicit forms are
eˆ0 =
(√
h− θB 2r
2 − β
8ℓ2r2
√
h
)
dt+
γ
ℓ
√
h
(
1 + θB
2r2 − β
8hℓ2r2
)
dϕ , (3.2)
eˆ1 =
[
1√
f
+ θB
2ℓ2h+ 2r2 − β
8ℓ2r2f3/2
]
dr , (3.3)
eˆ2 =
[
r
√
f
h
− θB 2ℓ
4r2h2 − (2r2 − β)γ2
8ℓ4r3h3/2f1/2
]
dϕ , (3.4)
ωˆ0 =
[
− γh
′
2ℓr
√
h
+ θBγ
8ℓ2βh− (2r2 − β)2
16ℓ5r4h3/2
]
dt+
[
−
√
h+ θB
r2 − β
4ℓ2r2
√
h
]
dϕ , (3.5)
ωˆ1 =
[
γh′
2ℓrh
√
f
+ θBγ
2ℓ4r2r2(2r2 − 3β) + 2γ2(2r2 − β)2 + ℓ2h(12r6 − 12βr4 + 3β2r2 − 4βγ2)
16ℓ7r6h2f3/2
]
dr ,
(3.6)
ωˆ2 =
[
− h
′
2
√
f
h
+ θB
4ℓ4r2h2(r2 + β) + 8βγ2ℓ2h− (2r2 − β)2γ2
16ℓ6r5h3/2f1/2
]
dt− θB βγ
8ℓ3r3
√
fh
dϕ . (3.7)
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From the vielbeins, one can further construct the deformed metric:
ds2 =− (eˆ0)2 + (eˆ1)2 + (eˆ2)2
=−
[
h(r)− θB 2r
2 − β
4ℓ2r2
]
dt2 +
[
1
f(r)
+ θB
2h(r)ℓ2 + 2r2 − β
4ℓ2r2f(r)2
]
dr2 +
[
r2 − θB
2
]
dϕ2 − 2γ
ℓ
dtdϕ
+O(θ2) . (3.8)
In the neutral limit Q → 0 (namely β → 0), this metric agrees with (1.1). When one applies
the same change of coordinates as in (1.5), the metric recovers the undeformed one (2.15) with r
replaced by r˜. This implies that the Einstein equation
Rˆµν − 1
2
gˆµνRˆ− 1
ℓ2
gˆµν =8πGTˆµν , (3.9)
is satisfied if we apply the same coordinate transformation to the right hand side ( the gauge field
energy-momentum tensor) simultaneously.
Now we would like to investigate the change of coordinates and the Einstein equation more
closely. The Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature are constructed from the deformed metric gˆµν
and its Levi-Civita connection,{
ρ
µν
}
=
1
2
gˆρσ
(
∂µgˆνσ + ∂ν gˆµσ − ∂σ gˆµν
)
. (3.10)
We denote the left hand side of (3.9) as G
(Λ)
µν
(
gˆ, { }). On the other hand, the deformed energy-
momentum tensor reads
Tˆµν = 1
λ2
[ˆ
fµρfˆνσ gˆ
ρσ − 1
4
gˆµν fˆρσ fˆξζ gˆ
ρξ gˆσζ
]
, (3.11)
where
fˆtr(r) =ftr(r)
∣∣∣∣
r→r− θB
4r
=
λQ
r
(
1 +
θB
2r2
)
+O(θ2) , (3.12)
is obtained by applying the inverse of the coordinate transformation (1.5) to the undeformed field
strength ftr(r). As a result, two equations of motions are related as follows,
G(Λ)µν (g, { }) = 8πGTµν
r→r− θB
4r−−−−−−→ G(Λ)µν (gˆ, { }) = 8πGTˆµν . (3.13)
It may appear that the deformed metric is again trivial and equivalent to the undeformed one up
to a simple coordinate transformation. However, it turns out that there remains a non-vanishing
torsion tensor in this charged case and the solution is not related to the undeformed metric just by
a coordinate change. This issue will be discussed in the next subsection.
3.2 Torsion and Einstein-Cartan gravity
The connection in noncommutative space is calculated by use of the deformed vielbeins and spin
connections (3.2)–(3.7) as follows:
Γλµν =eˆ
λ
a
(
∂µeˆλ
a + ωˆµ
a
beˆλ
b
)
. (3.14)
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They are asymmetric with respect to µ and ν indices, and provide nontrivial torsion:
Tµν
ρ =Γρµν − Γρνµ . (3.15)
To be explicit, the non-vanishing components of torsion are
Ttr
0 =− βθB r
2ℓ2f + γ2
8ℓ4r5h1/2f
, Trϕ
0 = −βθB γ
8ℓ3r3fh1/2
, (3.16)
Ttr
2 =− βθB γ
4ℓ3r4(fh)1/2
, Trϕ
2 = −βθB 1
8ℓ2r2(fh)1/2
. (3.17)
Therefore, the connection associated with the deformed solution is not a Levi-Civita connection but
a more general Affine connection. Furthermore, the curvature tensors should be calculated by use
of gˆµν and the Affine connection Γ
ρ
µν , The non-vanishing components of Einstein tensor G
(Λ)
µν (gˆ,Γ)
(including a cosmological constant term) are
G
(Λ)
tt (gˆ,Γ) =β
ℓ2r2h+ 2γ2
2ℓ4r4
+ βθB
8ℓ2r2f − 2r4 + βr2 + 24γ2
16ℓ4r6
, (3.18)
G
(Λ)
tϕ (gˆ,Γ) =− β
γ
2ℓ3r2
− βγθB 3
4ℓ3r4
, (3.19)
G(Λ)rr (gˆ,Γ) =− β
1
2ℓ2r2f
− βθB 10ℓ
2r2f + 2r4 − βr2 − 2γ2
16ℓ4r6f2
, (3.20)
G
(Λ)
ϕt (gˆ,Γ) =− β
γ
2ℓ3r2
− βγθB 1
ℓ3r4
, (3.21)
G(Λ)ϕϕ (gˆ,Γ) =β
1
2ℓ2
+ βθB
3
8ℓ2r2
. (3.22)
Note that the Einstein tensor G
(Λ)
µν (gˆ,Γ) is also asymmetric due to torsion. Since torsion transforms
as a genuine tensor, this solution cannot be related to the undeformed one with vanishing torsion
by a mere coordinate change.
The theory of gravity with torsion is known as Einstein-Cartan theory of gravitation. Some
features of Einstein-Cartan theory are briefly summarized in the App.A.3. As explained there, the
equations of motion has an extra contribution depending on torsion, and they now read
G(Λ)µν (gˆ,Γ)−
1
2
∗
∇α
[− T˜µνα + T˜αµν + T˜ανµ] = 8πGTˆµν , (3.23)
where
∗
∇α ≡ ∇α + Tα. Tα is the trace of the torsion tensor, while T˜µνρ is the deformed one. Note
that (3.17) leads to the vanishing trace of the torsion Tα = 0 and then
∗
∇α = ∇α.
Now we make an interesting observation that the equations of motion (3.23) are also satisfied if
the deformed energy momentum tensor (3.11) is adopted. Namely, we have confirmed the following
equivalence under the change of coordinate:
G(Λ)µν (g, { })
r→r− θB
4r−−−−−−→ G(Λ)µν (gˆ, { })
=G(Λ)µν (gˆ,Γ)−
1
2
∗
∇α
[− T˜µνα + T˜αµν + T˜ανµ] . (3.24)
In other words, the effect of torsion at the left hand side of equation (3.23) appears to cancel out.
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So far we have observed a part of the set of equations of motion. In Einstein-Cartan theory,
there are also equations of motion from the variation with respect to the torsion:
Kρ
νµ + T νδµρ − T µδνρ =−
δIgauge
δTµνρ
, (3.25)
where Kρ
νµ is the contortion. The standard action for deformed U(1) gauge field action does not
couple to torsion, therefore the right hand side is zero. Since the left hand side is nonvanishing,
the matter part of the action should also be modified such that it couples to torsion. In the next
section, we will treat these two equations of motions in a unified way by use of Chern-Simons
equations of motion.
3.3 The Chern-Simons equations of motion and the matter energy-momentum
tensor
After the deformation, we may assume that the matter part action is replaced as
Iˆgauge =− 1
λ2
∫
d3x
√
−gˆfˆµν fˆρσgˆµρgˆνσ + I ′gauge , (3.26)
where I ′gauge includes the coupling to B
(±)
µ and torsion (or spin connection), and should vanish in
the commutative limit θ → 0 (or to provide decoupled equations of motion). The generic form is
argued in the Sec. 2.4. We will calculate the energy-momentum tensor and the spin density tensor
from this action, and choose the coupling constant to determine the correction term. In terms of
Chern-Simons gauge fields, the correction term should satisfy the following equations of motion,
δICS
δAˆ
(±)a
µ
=∓ k
4π
ǫµρσ
[
ηab∂ρAˆ
(±)b
σ −
ǫabc
2
Aˆ(±)bρ ⋆ Aˆ
(±)c
σ +
i
6
ηab
(
Aˆ(±)bρ ⋆ Bˆ
(±)
σ + Bˆ
(±)
ρ ⋆ Aˆ
(±)b
σ
)]
=− δIˆgauge
δAˆ
(±)a
µ
, (3.27)
δICS
δBˆ
(±)
µ
=± k
4π
ǫµρσ
[
∂ρBˆ
(±)
σ −
i
6
ηabAˆ
(±)a
ρ ⋆ Aˆ
(±)b
σ +
i
2
Bˆ(±)ρ ⋆ Bˆ
(±)
σ
]
= −δIˆgauge
δBˆ
(±)
µ
, (3.28)
δIˆgauge
δaˆµ
=
1
λ2
∇ρfˆρµ +
δI ′gauge
δaˆµ
= 0 . (3.29)
As for Aˆ
(±)a
µ and Bˆ
(±)
µ , we consider the explicit solution via the Seiberg-Witten map. We first
require that the last equation (3.29) leads to the solution fˆµν in (3.12). We also assume that all the
fields are functions of only r so we can replace ⋆ product with a usual product and those terms for
interaction between Aˆ
(±)a
µ and Bˆ
(±)
µ are dropped. At the end, (3.27) becomes
δIˆCS
δAˆ
(±)a
µ
=∓ k
4π
ǫµρσηab
[
∂ρAˆ
(±)b
σ −
ǫbcd
2
Aˆ(±)cρ Aˆ
(±)d
σ
]
=∓ k
4π
ǫµρσηab
[
∂ρωˆσ
b − ǫ
b
cd
2
(
ωˆρ
cωˆσ
d +
1
ℓ2
eˆρ
ceˆσ
d
)
± 1
ℓ
(
∂ρeˆσ
b − ǫbcdeˆρcωˆσd
)]
=± k
4π
gµζeδa
√−gG(Λ)ζδ (gˆ,Γ)−
k
8πℓ
ǫµρσηabTρσ
b . (3.30)
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It is easy to check that only the first term survives in (3.28). Therefore the equations of motion
become
± k
4π
gˆµζ eˆδa
√
−gˆG(Λ)ζδ (gˆ,Γ)−
k
8πℓ
ǫµρσηabTρσ
b =∓ ℓ
2
ηac ·
√
−gˆTˆ µρeˆcρ −
δI ′gauge
δAˆ
(±)a
µ
, (3.31)
± k
4π
ǫµρσ∂ρBˆ
(±)
σ =−
δI ′gauge
δBˆ
(±)
µ
. (3.32)
Or equivalently, one may write it as
G(Λ)µν (gˆ,Γ) =8πGTˆµν −
2π
k
gˆµζ eˆν
a
(
δI ′gauge
δAˆ
(+)a
ζ
− δI
′
gauge
δAˆ
(−)a
ζ
)
, (3.33)
Tµν
a =8πGηabǫµνζ
(
δI ′gauge
δAˆ
(+)b
ζ
+
δI ′gauge
δAˆ
(−)b
ζ
)
. (3.34)
By comparing with (3.23), the first equation implies that
2π
k
gˆµζ eˆν
a
(
δI ′gauge
δAˆ
(+)a
ζ
− δI
′
gauge
δAˆ
(−)a
ζ
)
=− 1
2
∗
∇α
[− T˜µνα + T˜αµν + T˜ανµ] . (3.35)
We therefore find a set of conditions for the correction term in the matter part as follows:
δI ′gauge
δAˆ
(±)a
µ
=± ℓ
16πG
gˆµν eˆρa
∗
∇α
[− T˜νρα + T˜ανρ + T˜αρν]− 1
32πG
ǫµνρηabTνρ
b , (3.36)
δI ′gauge
δBˆ
(±)
µ
=± ℓ
16πG
ǫµρσ∂ρBˆ
(±)
σ , (3.37)
δI ′gauge
δaˆµ
=− 1
λ2
∇ρfˆρµ . (3.38)
We have not fixed the explicit form of the correction term due to its complexity. Here we simply
present the necessary conditions for the θ dependent correction term for the matter part of the
action.5
3.4 Coordinate change
Finally, we briefly comment on the change of coordinates (1.5). There is a subtle point on the
regions that the radial coordinate covers. Recall that r˜ covers 0 ≤ r˜ < ∞ and it has one-to-one
correspondence to the region
√
θB/2 ≤ r < ∞. Except for the vicinity of center in the deformed
geometry, 0 ≤ r ≤ √θB/2, it can be mapped to the undeformed geometry. Now we investigate
the angular part of the metric, namely r˜2dϕ2 or
(
r2 − θB2
)
dϕ2. In the deformed metric, the radial
coordinate r makes sense only for the region r ≥ √θB/2. Therefore, in the deformed geometry,
there appears an effective minimum length scale rmin =
√
θB/2. This may not be so surprising;
in the current formulation, the noncommutative parameter appears only in the combination of θB
and we learn that
√
θB serves a characteristic length scale in the noncommutative geometry. Now
5By use of the change of the variables (A.11), one can also consider these relations in terms of the variations with
respect to the metric and the torsion.
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let r+ be the location of the horizon of noncommutative BTZ measured in r coordinate, that is, the
largest root of gˆtt(r+) = 0. As long as r+ ≥ rmin, we can see the correspondence to the undeformed
BTZ solution. On the other hand, a black hole of the size r+ < rmin is not well-defined in the
noncommutative side.
Finally, we comment on a subtle issue on the coordinate invariance of noncommutative gravity.6
The action of noncommutative gravity, by using Chern-Simons formulation, is invariant under a
deformed coordinate transformation, which is reduced to the usual diffeomorphism in the commuta-
tive limit [18]. As studied in Ref.[21], two noncommutative theories obtained by the Seiberg-Witten
map with the rectangular and polar coordinates are distinct; this implies that we cannot map one
to the other by a simple coordinate change in the noncommutative theory. In the present case, the
situation is much simpler; the change is only for the radial coordinate r and it does not change
the noncommutative algebra (unlike the change between the rectangular and polar coordinates
discussed in Ref.[21]), On top of that, all the relevant function in the metric depends only on r.
In other words, the noncommutativity is irrelevant when we consider a deformed coordinate trans-
form (star product simply reduces to ordinary product), and the transformed solution satisfies the
conventional Einstein equation. Together with the uniqueness of local solution for the vacuum
case, this could be the very reason why the deformed solution is related to the undeformed one by
the coordinate change (1.5). In the case of Einstein-Maxwell theory, since solutions do not have
to be unique and a noncommutative extension involves nontrivial torsion, we cannot see immedi-
ately why the simple relation still holds. It may be related to the fact that since the functions
in the commutative solution only involve the radial coordinate r, it could be sufficient to consider
a commutative version of Einstein-Cartan theory while we only concern the equation of motion.
We expect a simple coordinate change like (1.5) becomes impossible for a generic geometry whose
metric functions depend on both r and ϕ coordinates. We, however, leave this complexity for future
studies.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have explored the charged rotating BTZ black hole geometry by use of Chern-
Simons formulation in 2 + 1 dimensional gravity and the Seiberg-Witten map.
The noncommutativity in question is the one between the radial coordinate and the angular
coordinate, namely [r2, ϕ] = 2iθ. The noncommutative deformation for the pure gravity part is
introduced by the Seiberg-Witten map for the Chern-Simons gauge fields where two extra U(1)
gauge fields are added. The deformation for the matter gauge field part is to be determined to
satisfy the deformed equations of motion.
It is found that as with the neutral case, the deformed metric is related to the undeformed one
via a simple coordinate transformation. Through this observation, we discover that the deforma-
tion of the matter energy-momentum tensor can also be obtained by the same coordinate change.
Nevertheless, there appears nonvanishing torsion that is proportional to the noncommutativity
parameter and it cannot be eliminated by a coordinate change. We thus analyze the equations
of motion in the framework of Einstein-Cartan torsion gravity. It is found that with the same
deformed matter energy-momentum tensor, the equations of motion derived from torsion gravity
6We thank an anonymous referee to raise this point.
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are also satisfied. Though we have not yet fixed the action of deformed matter completely, a set of
conditions for the correction term are presented.
There are several issues to be clarified. Firstly, we do not fully understand why the noncommu-
tative deformation is represented by a simple change of the radial coordinate. One can verify that
the result of the Seiberg-Witten map for the difference of the gauge fields, say A
(+)a
µ −A(−)aµ , can be
obtained by the same coordinate change, however the sum is not. Therefore, the deformed vielbeins
eˆµ
a are related to the undeformed ones via the coordinate change, however the spin connections
are not. This subtle difference leads to the nontrivial torsion in the deformed background. One
may argue that the gauge field representation has some nonphyiscal degrees of freedom, but the
appearance of torsion is physical and cannot be trivially eliminated by the coordinate change.
We observe that the matter gauge field couples to B(±) after the deformation. In Ref.[18], the
authors argued that in the noncommutative Chern-Simons theory there is a coupling term between
(B(+) + B(−)) and torsion. One thus may guess that the coupling to torsion appears via B(±).
We remark that the noncommutative extension of torsion constructed in Ref.[18] cosnsists of two
parts: a standard part (which we call torsion in this paper) and a term like ηab(ω
a
⋆∧ eb + ea ⋆∧ ωb)
(which trivially vanishes in the commutative limit). However, B(±) couples only to the latter.
Therefore, the coupling between the geometrical part of torsion to the other degrees of freedom
remains unclear.
Secondly, the admitted minimal black holes discussed in the Sec. 3.4 may imply that the non-
commutative space-time has its own entropy, i.e. S ∝ θB in a region of Planckian size, presuming
the area law still applies. This reminds us of the spin foam model in the loop quantum gravity [22]
and we wonder if eS counts the spin combination.
Thirdly, it is curious which properties of the charged BTZ black hole are changed or unchanged
after the deformation. The torsion may affect the property of black holes through the change of
metric [23]. However, in our case as long as we look at the metric only, we do not see the difference.
It is interesting to see whether this is a peculiar feature of the current solution, or this may happen
in a broader setup of 2 + 1 dimensional gravity with noncommutativity. On top of that, it should
also be important to fix the deformation of the matter part action and examine how the matter
part action couples to the torsion or the extra U(1) gauge fields B
(±)
µ .
Finally, we would like to comment on results made in Ref.[8, 9], where noncommutative struc-
tures, including Lie algebraic structure ones, are considered in 3 + 1 dimensional gravity. It was
argued that the first order correction vanishes under the condition of vanishing classical torsion.
In our construction, however, we include a matter field whose deformation is not completely fixed
by the Seiberg-Witten map and the deformed solution has nontrivial torsion. Therefore, our result
would not be immediately contradict to their results. Since there appears a simple relation between
the deformed geometry with torsion and the undeformed one, it is interesting to investigate the
applicability of our argument to generic backgrounds in torsion gravity.
Note added: Upon completing this work, there appeared a paper [24] , which considered a
noncommutative deformation in four dimensional gravity. They also observed the emergence of
torsion.
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A Conventions and notations
We summarize our conventions and notations in this paper here.
A.1 Seiberg-Witten map
Seiberg and Witten showed that a field theory on D-branes with a background B field can be for-
mulated as a conventional Yang-Mills theory or a noncommutative Yang-Mills theory depending on
the regulator we choose, Pauli-Villars or point-splitting respectively [19]. The gauge transformation
is now defined by use of Moyal product as
δˆξˆAˆµ =∂µξˆ − ξˆ ⋆ A˜µ + Aˆµ ⋆ ξˆ
=∂µξˆ − i
2
θνρ
(
∂ν ξˆ∂ρAˆµ − ∂νAˆµ∂ρξˆ
)
+O(θ2) . (A.1)
The Seiberg-Witten map is defined as a compatibility condition of gauge transformation and a
mapping between A and Aˆ,
Aˆ(A) + δˆξˆAˆ(A) = Aˆ(A+ δξA) , (A.2)
for infinitesimal ξ and ξˆ. The solution is
Aˆµ(A) =Aµ − i
4
θνρ{Aν , ∂ρAµ + Fρµ}+O(θ2) , (A.3)
ξˆ(ξ,A) =ξ +
i
4
θµν{∂µξ,Aν}+O(θ2) , (A.4)
where {f, g} = fg + gf is the anti-commutator with respect to the conventional matrix product.
A.2 Some notations and U(1, 1) generators
The epsilon tensor is ǫ012 = −ǫ012 = 1. We define for a spin connection 1-form ωab,
ωa = −1
2
ǫabcω
bc . (A.5)
For the neutral BTZ black holes, r± is defined by
r2± =4Gℓ
2
(
M ±
√
M2 − J
2
ℓ2
)
, (A.6)
M =
r2+ + r
2
−
8Gℓ2
, J =
r+r−
4Gℓ
. (A.7)
Our convention of U(1, 1) generators is
τ0 =
i
2
σ3 , τ1 =
1
2
σ1 , τ2 =
1
2
σ2 , τ3 =
i
2
12 , (A.8)
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with a, b = 0, 1, 2, A,B = 0, 1, 2, 3, ηAB = diag(−1, 1, 1,−1) and they satisfy
gAB = tr(τAτB) =
1
2
ηAB , [τA, τB ] = −ǫABCτC , ǫABC =
{
ǫab
c
ǫab
3 = ǫ3a
b = 0
, (A.9)
{τa, τb} = 1
2
ηab12 , {τA, τ3} = iτA , tr (τaτbτc) = −1
4
ǫabc , tr (τaτbτ3) =
i
4
ηab . (A.10)
By use of the chain rule, we can convert the variation with respect to the gauge fields to those
with respect to the metric and the torsion as
δ
δA
(±)a
µ
=∓ ℓ
2
[
2gµαeβa
δ
δgαβ
+ eβa
[
δαβTρσ
µ + δµρΓ
α
σβ − δµσΓαρβ
] δ
δTρσα
]
+
1
2
ǫbcae
α
b
(
δµρ eσ
c − δµσeρc
) δ
δTρσα
. (A.11)
A.3 Einstein-Cartan theory of torsion gravity
The Einstein-Cartan theory of gravitation is a generalization of Einstein’s theory of general relativ-
ity to allow torsion in space-time. It can be regarded as a gauge theory of the Poincare´ symmetry
instead of the Lorentz symmetry[26]. While curvature is related to the energy momentum tensor
with Lorentz symmetry, torsion is related to the density of intrinsic angular momentum or spin.
For some overview of torsion gravity, see Ref.[27].
The vielbeins eµ
a relate to the metric by gµν = eµ
aǫν
bηab, where ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1), and its
inverse is eµ
aeνa = δ
ν
µ and eµ
aeµb = δ
a
b . With spin connections ωµ
a
b, Affine connections are defined
by
Γνµλ =e
ν
a
(
∂µeλ
a + ωµ
a
beλ
b
)
, (A.12)
and the torsion tensor is
Tµν
a =∂µeν
a − ∂νeµa + ωˆµabeνb − ωˆνabeµb . (A.13)
The curvature tensor is
Rλρµν =∂µΓ
λ
νρ − ∂νΓλµρ + ΓλµξΓξνρ − ΓλνξΓξµρ , (A.14)
and the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature are defined by Rµν = R
ρ
µρν and R = g
µνRµν
respectively.
In Einstein-Cartan theory of torsion gravity, the metric gµν and the connection Γ
ρ
µν are treated
as independent variables. When we consider the equations of motion, we can take the variation of
torsion tensor instead of the connection. The action is given by the usual Einstein-Hilbert form,
IG =
1
16πG
∫
d3x
√−gR , (A.15)
and its variations give
16πG√−g
δIG
δgµν
=G(Λ)µν (g,Γ) −
1
2
∗
∇α
[− T˜µνα + T˜αµν + T˜ανµ] , (A.16)
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16πG
δIG
δTµν ρ
=Kρ
νµ + T νδµρ − T µδνρ , (A.17)
where
∗
∇α ≡ ∇α + Tα with ∇α being a covariant derivative and Tα the trace of the torsion tensor
Tαν
aeˆνa. The contorsion tensor Kµνσ is defined as
Kµνσ =
1
2
(
Tµνσ − Tνσµ + Tσµν
)
, (A.18)
and T˜µν
ρ is known as the deformed torsion tensor:
T˜µν
ρ = Tµν
ρ + δρµTν − δρνTµ . (A.19)
Finally, by use of the one forms ea = eµ
adxµ and ωab = ωµ
a
bdx
µ, the torsion and the curvature
two forms are written as
T a =Dea = dea + ωab ∧ eb , (A.20)
Rab =dω
a
b + ω
a
c ∧ ωcb . (A.21)
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